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The story
Jim is a consultant on the move. Travelling between remote clients is the order of
the day.
Of course this means frequent multiple-night hotel stays.
Jim is loving it, there’s only one problem, what to do with his evenings. Sure you
can work a bit, study a bit, surf the internet a bit, but all work and no play makes
Jim a dull man, and also a bit of a reclusive.
What Jim would really love is to visit a live music act once in a while, it helps relax
and also inspires to rekindle his long neglected love of music. He has the time, now
find the opportunity.
If only there was a way to see what acts are on in his neighbourhood this week. It
would make it much easier and quicker to plan a concert visit and have some fun.

The solution
Create an app that
• Delivers location aware concerts options.
• Deliver background information on the performing artists & their published
work
• Link to youtube for related music videos
• Share concerts with friends/collegues via mail

The audience
The app is meant for visitors to new locations who want to know where to go for a
concert. It is not work related.
Targeted devices are mainly phones & tablets so that the app can be used during a
drink at the hotel bar. It should work on desktop, but that is not how most users will
consume the app.

The experience
It should be easy to use and deliver a list of possibilities with just a few actions.
All actions & navigations should be intuitive.

Persona

Jim Needy
Find local concerts
with the least
51 years, SAP consultant, on

Discover, analyze, design and
implement integration
solutions in a SAP / Non-SAP
environment.
And totally irrelevant to this

To have an overview
of what concerts are
planned in the

Jim

Integration

Find music concerts to spend the
evening and discover new artists at
one go.

It is difficult to ad-hoc find local
venues and events, a lot of
information is available but in
a disjointed way. This leads to

The Point of View
Jim the travelling consultant wants to spend his evenings away from visiting concerts.
To this end he needs an app that gives an overview of concerts in his area. To help
make a choice the app should give background information on the Artist and his
Work, and also link to relevant music video’s on YouTube.

The User Experience Journey

Mock-up - Screenshots
Startup of app
At app startup the location of the requester is determined and an event list (concert list) is generated
within a 10 mile radius within the coming month.

Event detail

Some more data about the events is retrieved. Because of CORS and the format of the API I was not
able to retrieve everything I wanted.
The ticket url opens an external windows where you can order tickets:

Artist detail

Several external links are available although depending on the artist not every link has content.

Facebook tour dates

Facebook Artist page

Link to MusicBrainz site if Musicbrainz id (MBID) is filled
I wanted to retrieve more information from this site but ran into cors problems.

Link to youtube with artist as search criterium

Design components - SAP Web IDE App Prototype
Icon Tab Filter

Simpleforms

